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CONNCENSUS
CONNECTICUT
Vol. 50--No.

New London,

4,

Connecticut,

Thursday,

October

Professor Lewis from London
To Speak to Religious' Forum
On October 21st at 7 :30 p.m.
Religious Fellowship will present :'
Dr. H. D. Lewis, Professor
of '*
History and Philosophy
of Religion at the University of London.
At present Dr. Lewis is a visiting
professor at Yale and has previously lectured at Bryn Mawr College and at the Harvard Divinity
School.
A native of North Wales, Dr.
Lewis was educated at University
College, Bangor ami at Jesus College, Oxford. He was subsequently Professor
of Philosophy
and
head of the department
at University
College,
Bangor
from
1947 to 1954. Dr. Lewis has given
the Cadbury Lectures at Birmingham, the Wilde Lectures at Oxford, the Firth Lectures at Nottingham, and is Gifford Lecturer
elect for Edinburgh 1966-1968.

Two Men to Meet;
. Debate to Enliven
1 Politics on Campus

The 1964 campaign is characterized by discussion about the issues, discussion among the parties, but noticeably lacking is discussion between the candidates
themselves.
To offset this deficiency, on October 21, Political
Forum will sponsor
"Campaign
Encounter,"
bringing
together
two political scientists who will
debate on opposite sides of the
political spectrum.
Norton E. Long and Harry V.
Jaffa will each present a twenty
to thirty minute analysis of his
own political position. A rebuttaldebate
will follow, when
the
speakers will challenge the views
presented.
Harry V. Jaffa, the Republican
speaker,
was educated at Yale
Recently awarded an honorary
Doctor of Divinity from Saint An- Dr:H. D. Lewis, Professor oj the and the New School, and is curdrews, Dr. Lewis is the author of History and Philosophy of Bell- rently a professor at Clairmont
gion at the University of London Graduate School. He is an Ecoseveral
interesting
publications.
See "Campaign"-Page
5
Our Experience
of God, Morals
and Revelation, Freedom and History, and Morals and The New
ColIe~e.Fund ~~ive
Theology have prefaced his forthTo Limit ChantIes
coming work, Teach Yourself the
Philosophy of Religion. A Fellow
Of Community Fund
of King's College, London, Dr.
Community
Fund in the past
Lewis is the Dean of the Faculty
has worked on the assumption
of Divinity in the University
of
that everyone on this campus was
London
and Chairman
of the
Why in the world do people aware of its goals and allocations.
Board of Studies in Religion.
On October
21st Dr. Lewis' marry the people they do? Last This year, however, changes have
as- evolved not only in the organizatopic will be ''The Mind-Body year Mr. Bernard Murstein,
Problem!'
Since he is an excel- ciate professor of psychology, re- tion but also in the aims of the
lent lecturer the evening should ceived a $31,000 research grant drive.
from the National
Institute
of
At last week's Amalgo
Sue
be an interesting and infonnative
Men tal Heal th to find the answer. Peck and Sybil Pickett explained
one.
Preliminary organization of the the meaning of Community Fund
project is complete and Mr. Mur- and the groups which receive our
Mr. Charles Mann, chairstein now needs volunteers. En- 'Pledges. This year all of the charman of the Connecticut State
gaged couples who plan not to ities connected with the nationYoung Republicans, will clarmarry before next January are el- wide United Fund Drive which
ify Goldwater's views on torigible. Also couples who are not were formerly connected with our
eign policy Monday October
formally
engaged but who, are campus
fund drive have been
26, at four o'clock in 211 Croz"seriously
attached"
are invited dropped. The administration
and
ier. He will be a guest of the
to participate.
Each participant
members of the Service League
campus
Young Republicans
will receive $10.
believed that any student who deClub.
Fund"-Page
6
See f'Murstein"-Page 5 See ''Commonlty

Murstein. Seeks
Reasons Behind
Choice of Mate

Price 10 cents
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President

Lyndon Johnson,
eratie Candidate

COLLEGE

Demo- Senator

on" carefully chosen silent supporters, members
of the
"cell
group," who submitted reports on
the plans of the "opposition" within the same party. The philosophy
of Mao Tse Tung-"Give
me three
men in a village and I will take
that village"-was
the source of
inspiration for this take-over of a
major political party in the United
States.
One candidate, along with responsible leaders of both major
parties for many years, supports
a bi-partisan foreign policy. The
other candidate in a recent TV
show (which featured a revival of
the "old" Nixon-Le.
a pre-Eisenhower anti-bipartisan
Nixon) stated that a bipartisan foreign policy was ridiculous nonsense.
A
week earlier, when co-starred with
former president Eisenhower, this
same candidate claimed that he
admired all of the policies adhered
to by Eisenhower, who has always
been a strong supporter of a bipartisan foreign policy.
One presidential
candidate has
called for an end to violence and
See "Johnson"-Page
5

Goldwater,
Iican Candidate

Barry

Repub·

We have in this election a situation unprecedented in recent his-

tory-a

choice between two men

who represent
and advocate opposite political approaches.
You
and I as voters must do our utmost to sift through the charges
and counter-charges,
the innuendoes, the over zealous claims and
attacks made in the heat of .campaign battle to search for facts,
apply them to our individual value
judgments
and choose.
Space does not permit a specific
treatment
of the issues here, but

one of fundamental importance is
a part of all of them. Our society

has become complex, automated,

impersonal; many things that atfeet our lives directly are beyond
our control. Many individuals feel,
with considerable
justification,
that they have lost their identity
as a unique human being and are
floundering without hope or raison d'etre. As a result,
crime,
drug addiction, apathy to others'
needs, etc., have risen astonishingly, particularly among those with
least apparent reason to do so.
What has this to do with a political campaign? Just this: Our
government for thirty years has
been increasingly "taking care" of
U
T
almost our every
human need,
JO
0
real or imagined, The first law of
thermodynamics tells us that "you
don't get semething for nothing:'
It- is applicable to all realms of
Accusing the Johnson Adminis- human experience and no exceptration of conciliation and back- tion has ever been found. The
sliding, former Minnesota Repre- something
we have traded
for
sentative
Walter H. Judd deliv- this paternalism is bits and, pieces
ered the keynote speech at a. Cos_
lumbus day luncheon at the Nor_I
__ee"_El_ec_ti_·o_n_'_'_p_a-=g:..e_4_
wich Inn.
Thirteen
girls from
Connecticut
College were hostesses to the 350 Republicans gathered to honor John L_ Lodge,
candidate for a Senate seat from
Connecticut.
Dr. Joseph R. Strayer, Day tonProfessor
of Medieval
Former Governor John Lodge, Stockton
University,
Henry Cabot ·Lodge's brother, Is- History at Princeton
in
sued a br-ief appeal to party unity will speak on "Modernization
in his introduction
of W,alter the Middle Ages," October 16, in
Judd.
A telegram
lauding
the Crozier-Williams main lounge, at
ideals of peace and freedom was 4:20, The History Club of Conreceived' from Barry Goldwater. nectlcut College is sponsoring his
'We're
moving in the direction speech,
Dr. Strayer is the author of sevof the
Chinese
Communists,"
Judd told a receptive
audience. eral books and essays on medieval
He went on to say that the Demo- Europe. His book Western Europe
cratic Party is not the party of in the l\liddJe Ages is used in Histhe people, but rather the dicta- tory 101 at Connecticut.
torship of the people. It is the ReHe took his B. A. at Princeton
pubhcans
who want a party of and his M. A. and PhD, at Harthe people and therefore
for the vard. He has also studied at the
people. Centralization,
Judd pro- University
of Paris and at. the
claimed, can never truly be for University of Caen in Normandy.
the people.
A Fellow of the American Acadand Sciences,
he
To dramatize his point, the key- edy of Arts
Institute
of
note speaker quoted from an un- taught at Stevens
named source: ·We want to abol- Technology before going to Princeish poverty. We want to eradicate ton in 1930. He is a former head
department
at
unemployment.
We want to erase of the history
See f'Lodge Luncheon"-Page
2 Princeton.

Norwich Luncheon
h n L d,ge
rumors
.
Senatoria lA spirant

Medievalist Author,
Strayer, to Speak
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Dear Ten Disgruntled Juniors:
We too are distressed! It is distressing that anyone believes The
Bookshop
is selling books at
"prices almost more than onethird the retail price quoted by
the publishers." It is even more
distressing that students in their
junior year do not feel sufficiently
at home in The Bookshop to voice
their complaints directly
rather
than in Conn Census, thereby disseminating completely erroneous
inlonnatlon.
I do not know which book you
unhappy juniors
are distressed
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Letters to the Editor

Publlsh~ by the students or Connecticut College every Thursday throughout the college year from September to June. except during mid-years and
vacauons.
Second class entry authorized at zew London, Connecticut.
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Thursday,

ConnCenouo

Sta1l

gin of profit on non-book merchandise, And yet, there is never
a complaint about the price of a
non-essential.
Even in this area
the generally
accepted regular
mark-up is seldom used.
I'm sorry Tearful Ten, I can't
dredge up much sympathy on the
strength of your letter to Conn
Census. 11 you had complained
bitterly about having to wait in
line, or about a lack of texts for
some of your courses, that I could
understand
and try to remedy,
but book prices demand letters to
powers more potent than college

Button Brush '67, Rae Downes '67
Kathy Miller
Rttchell
about,
but at
I would
be pleased
to newspaper
Tessa
'66,'66
Leslie White '66
show you
any time
that The
If I may editors.
end by asking a favor
Martha WllUams '65, Janet Sandberg '66 Bookshop was charged $1.25 (less --of you and all other patrons of
Wendy Casman '67. Betsy Rawson '67

Nancy Brown, Margaret Alton
our discount) by the publisher
Barbara Slotnick '65
rather than $.95.
Circulation
Ann xeer '65
ElI:changes
Carolyn Shimkus '65, Suzie Maimer '68
The Bookshop has NEVER inMlni8try of DIsturbance
Bunny aertotette '65
creased the price on any book
Cartoonlsts
Susan Freiberg '66. Sue Bristol '68
Senior Board
.
, _ over that price set by the pubNancy Baum '65 Sally Higgins '65, Nancy Herrick '66, Karen xunsuer 65, lisher. On the contrary, when a
Marge Tuppling "65, cynthia MIller '66, Virginia Chambers '65, Sandy nor- required book is unavailable
in
land '65.
~
Staft
text edition, the trade edition is
.Ka.te Curtis LIzzie Dean Marcia Geyer, Bridget Donahue. Carolyn Lewis, ordered
and the selling
price
Emlly Littman, Merry Usher, Marianna Kaufman. Allee Da~hllan, Kathy REDUCED by the Bookshop. This
Moon. Joan Kowal, LflUan Morales, Reggie Gambert. Chris Ine Sc!treyer, h
ed
ntl
Ith a book
Molly Hageboeck, Joan Lebow, Barb Johnston, Anne Taylor, Mary d Esopo, appen
rece
y WI
JJa~n~n~M~a~c~k,:e~nZ~I,:e,~sh~e~r::ry~Ba~u~m~.~n=.
priced by the publisher at $13.50
d sold by The Book hop t $10
an
s
a
to. make a more reasonable text
Adverlisinl'

DUlimen Man.acer

Edi tonial ...

--------1

. 0

What Ho Cro ' ?

pr~

,.
There's
a warm spot in the heart of Connecticut
College;
it's called "Oro" that's short for Crozier-Williams:
a place
,
where you can find anything
from bowling balls to graduate

students.
.
As a matter of fact Crozier is the heart of Connecticut
College's personality, a'nd as we grow. in all directions, it .is
Crozier
that must keep the personality
alive.
To do this,
Crozier
needs more people;
more varied
people.
To attract
these people, we feel that there are some excel
.
d
lent opportunities
available
which with actIOn an
cooperation could be turned
into lively reality.
CoW is the one place on campus where a stag male could
go to find a date and entertainment.
Rather than having new
people wander
abont from dorm to dorm, they could go nght
to Cro; Mr. Donovan
or one of his aides could be on post
there.
If our guests meet no one in particular,
they can still
and feel free to come
get a cup of coffee, go away happy,

di g

b t that
was
run
. a. ou
~rIce change! The on~mal pu~usher's price was plainly Indi·
cated on the book jacket WIth a
line drawn through It and the
lower price written below .. Not a
single lette~ of dlst.ress. 10 that
Instance. ~hls reduction IS not always possible for reas?ns best e~plam"'! by a semester ill economic
analYSIS.
Those
distressing
little tabs
over paperback prices indicating
an increased price are put there
by the publisher.
A bookseller
would have to be out of his mind
to increase the price of a book.
Book prices are listed in "Books
Tn Print" and are public informa·
tion. Prices are discounted some·
times
by booksellers
worried
about inventory, or cut in half
(as they are occasionally even in
this high.priced bookshopl
duro
ing seizures of panic, but they
are never increased by the man
closest to the customer.
To reply at this length to a
charge based on false assumption
is to beat butterflies with base·
bail bats, but bear with me for
a The
few more
lines. light bills are
Bookshop

1;

tled

The Bookshop. Please bring your
complaints to me. Ii the problem
I'll do my bes t t 0
can bled
e so v
solve it to your satisfaction. If it
I'll'
can't,
join you in a miasma
of mutual distress.
One Tired Bookshop Manager
To the Editor:
I do not purpose
a nebulous repartee
led'
Ii
eg
l!"P Icattons
erness In my World
of October 1.
I would, however,

to perpetuate
over the alf .
t
IV?ry ?ws Fair article

?

like to point

out that: (1) I have little respect
for those literary critics who find
it necessary to set forth personal
attacks without identifying them.
selves, (2) it is indeed unfortunate that a few members of the
student body are unable to dis.
tinguish between an intended humorous narrative and a cynical attack on humanity.
Beth ~lurphy '65

Corelli

(Continued from Page One)
string combination.
Following the intermission the
artists
performed
selections of
Respighi, Vivaldi and Handel. Antiche Arie E Danzze Per Liuto,
III, by Respighi was appealing in
its enchanting and almost religi.
ous-like melody.
again.
.
...
The last two selections of the
Then there is the Jukebox-smgmg
to Itself, usually. Why
concert were not up to the caliber
not tune it up a bit rearrange
the tables, and Dance?
(There
of performance
expected from a
was some difficulty
with this experiment
last week, but the
group with such a competent rep
Administration
has announced
that It would favor an orgautation. The artists did not seem
nized plan for informal
dancing).
to be quite prepared. This was
And what
about
the two lounges,
Main and Student?
seen in the Vavaldi; the pianist
Couldn't
some enterprising
und~rclassmen
get an mformal
began out of time.
Eden Roc back on its feet on FrIdays
after Faculty
dmner?
The brilliant performance of the
Corelli, Bach and Respighi stood
The coffee house
notion
fal '1
e d Ias t year because the c Iass
above the second half of the
sponsoring "Eden" could not support it for an entire y~ar. paid not by money made on book,; out
program, making the concert a
The idea of a night club, dependent
upon a new supportmg
which is of insufficient amount to worthwhile and rewarding experiorganization
each week, is worth your tho~ght;
and couldn't
be easily found, but by the mar. ence.
Crozier stay open just one hour longer FrIday
and Saturday
Honor Court Clarifies
for that last cup of coffee?
...
"Cro" right now holds one half the .admllllstratJv~
offices
As Honor Court is composed of
of Connecticut
(the other half bemg m Fanmng)
Ie: StuDo you like a Leica?
ind'ividuals, who therefore vary in
of ideas, Hondent Government,
the Gym Departme,:t,
and Conn Censu.s.
If so, and if the thought of pho. their interpretation
But Crozier wasn't designed to be Just ,~n office b];Ildlng, tography makes you quiver like a or Courts vary in their interpre.
a health factory,
and headquart.ers
for the
Regulars.
There "bowlful of developing fluid, check tation of cases and penalties. The
it sits every night, glowmg, waltmg
. . .
M.R.
out the basement of Hale some. Honor Court of 1964-65 would like
to have
its interpretation
of
time between nine and five.
"Warning
Pro bat ion"
made

Leica Fans:

Mr. Philip Biscuti, the campus
photographer, is now devoting his
hill into the dining room? So you full time to camera work and
You said with a sophisticate~
sigh "Institutions
are an aboml- went back to your donn to get buffs at Connecticut. He will take
nati~n" and all the time you really ready for the mixer just in time pictures of anything. He will ~ive
technical
pointers
meant it?
Like the other day to see the buses pull away from information,
when you came - drooping
back Fanning~some
other girl had an- and practical aids to the fai thful
from the Snack Shop after spend· swered for you at the roU call ond who seek him out.
He loves to have company, to
ing fifteen cents on an ice cream grabbed a free ride to New Hacone that was small enough to ven? And it was more tears and talk cameras, to take pictures. So
eat in one mouthful?
And you perhaps another stab at the Snack come, all ye camera buff's, unto
knew perfectly
well that
you Shop to pick up a stray stag only Hale basement.
anY?I_~
S_,H_.
could have gone to the bottom of you knew there weren't
the hill for a cone too large to But in spite of It all you strug·
balance with one hand? Only you gled into your turtle-neck and
were too lazy to walk, your bike wheat jeans to find that the
was in storage and taxi rates had starch in the food had altered
A week ago Thursday evening,
gone up so that it would have your shape and all your shifts
cost you eighty cents plus ten for were in the closet downstairs we suddenly realized what life in
the call and more than likely the waiting for the cleaner who takes a women's refractory might feel
cab would not appear?
So you his sweet time? But it was over like.
were stuck in the dorm. with a to Crozier anyway where at least
In the hygienic glare of the Crostomach so empty that every time there would be misery for your zier·Williams snack shop, a circle
the phone rang, you salivated?
company? And hark-there
were of girls stomped and swayed to
But you couldn't quite face din- grad Eitudents and maybe you sounds from the newly audible
presence
had
ner-at-six and gray meat so you could attract their attention, only juke.oox, (whose
hit the candy machine and lost the little ladies in yellow wouldn't never really been made manifest
All around
the room,
your last dime? Then you ran to let you do the monkey?
When before).
your room to sob, but you were they pulled the plug out of the smiles lit up tired faces, heads
clapped,
out of Kleenex and you would jukebox and you had to suffer in nodded in time, hands
have tried something
else only silence? So you ran around look- feet tapped.
hygenic ovals scratch your face ing for a di.ri1ebecause you'd over·
Suddenly in strode the campus
and how could you go to the drawn your checking account? guard, right into the middle of
mixer? And you decided maybe And when you got your mother~
a group of girls "sitting-in" around
YOU'd feel better if you took q collect~and
poured out your sad the juke-box so it wouldn't be
walk over to see the new dorm little story, all the sympathy you turned down. "Stop that dancing,"
and when you got there you had got was "Now, now, baby. Things he ordered as he yanked the plug
to. laugh because- the bushes on are rough all over"? Is this what from the waD. "They can hear you
the bank looked like brussel "Mademoiselle" promised the col· all the way to K.B.!" (Some of
sprouts about to roll down the lege girl?
B.B.
K.B.'s inmates were seen scurry-

Topic of Candor

I

The Bel

to the student body. It
states in the C~Book: "Warning
Pro is given when the Court feels

ing about in bedsheets but a few
minutes prior,)
Stunned silence dropped. Eyes
widened.
Groups
of sheepish,
chilled people slunk out into the
ni&ht. At least half of ero's pa~
trans left ten minutes before closing time.
As we crept back to our cells,
we rejoiced in that, for a few moments at least, Crozier was vibrant, warm, and alive. But this
warm th was nearly blotted ou t
by the SUdden, harsh presence of
the campus guard who is generally
engaged in removing undesirables
from our midst. Now
he
has
turned against us. A long cold win.
ter lies ahead.

freshman

choir of 97 members,
will
make its first appearance in
Sunday's Vesper Service. Under the direction of James
Armstrong,
the group
will

known

that a student's refusal to cooper_
ate with the rules stems from a
lack
of understanding
rather
than a deliberate infringement of
the rules."
Honor Court would like to further amplify this .-statement with
the fact that it considers the extent of impulsiveness, as opposed
to deliberate or sustained disregard, on the part of the student
who has infringed. upon the rules.
While striving for consistency
and fairness in its decisions, Court
believes ·this wider interpretation
to be of advantage both to the
students and to Honor Court.
Honor Court

Canto

perform

three

pieces drawn

from
The Roman
Catholic
Liturgy, with solos by Caryn
=H::a1=p::e::rn=a::n:d=L:e:e:Go=o:d:m=a::n::.
==

I

Lodge Luncheon

(Continued trom Page One)
juvenile
delinquency . _ ." The
author of the quotation was not
Presi<jent Johnson, but Adolf Hitler. Hitler, said Dr. Judd, proceeded to do all that and more.
Charging the Democrats with trying "to achieve togetherness with
our enemies rather than unity
with our friends," Dr. Judd called
for a new firmness in foreign
affairs. He said he wanted "ac·
tions, not words" from the Rus·
sians when they apprdach us to
conciliate. If they really mean it,
he asked, why won't the Com·
munists
agree to inspection
of
their missile test sites?
When a prize fighter is in a
bind, he clinches--not because he
likes his opponent but because he
wants to beat him. When Khrushchev is conciliatory to us, said
Judd, it's <lbecause he's in trouble.
His system doesn't work."
Calling our handling of the Viet
Nam crisis an "unmitigated
disaster," Dr. Judd concluded that
only the election of the Republican presidential candidate could
stop tbe United States backsliding
and put us back on the path of
progression.

Thursday,

October

15, 1964

ConnCenSU8
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THE CHALLENGE OF EXISTENTIALISM
Dr. L. Dupre
Puts Emphasis
On Autonomy
The "devout man" strode back
and forth, clasping his hands and
searching for the words to further
clarify his views. The words were
readily found, and the seminar
conducted by Louis Dupre was an
exciting experience.
In the

main

panel

discussion.

Dr. Dupre emphasized the

exis-

Existential Scholars Examine
Two Approaches to Religion
Saturday afternoon
two schol- gests - "Our human way to the
ars advanced and one challenged infinite leads only through fula new approach to religion at the fiJl~ finij:ude.". ~us,
far from
colloq uium which the Religious making
fhe. religtous
experience
.
_
Irrelevant
(In as much as its
Fellowship
co-ordmated
on the "metaphysfcaj status is ambo _
"Challenge of Existentialism."
o~s"), existential philosophy ~~_
Dr. John
Wild, professor
of s.lders the religious or authentic
philosophy at Yale University, and life the cen~r~l challenge of the
Dr. Louis Dupre, associate profes- human condition.
.
Created Creators
sor_ of ~hIlOSoPhY at Georgetown
Now let us turn to the second
U~ver.slty,
~.evelo'ped t ~ erne s theme which Dr. Dupre Jormuw l.t h I n eXlSte~tIal p~ilo.sophy lated so precisely.
"God created
which they considered significant creators." This notion of the indirethinking
of religious though~. vidual as freedom-so
basic to
Dr. Hans Jonas, professor of phi- existential
thought - confronts
losophy of the graduate faculty man with his startling ambiguity
of political and social sci~nce at and thrusts upon him his greatinto existentialism as noted panel- the New School for Social Re- est responsibility.
Bound to the
Existentialism
Conference.
search criticized these s~~e ex- world-s-but free to change it man
istential
themes
as. religiously
-himself
a creature-in
tu~ ereweak and morally
inadequate. ates.
I should like to review their diaHere we have the moral chal. Iogues, for their ground of centro- lenge of existential philosophy, To
versy represents two central chal- deny man a given essence leaves
lenges of existential philosophy,
him with his being yet-to-be. As
Let us take for our point of de- Dr. Dupre Indicated,
man must
istentialists ask why should it be parture the two themes WhICh Dr, define his own essence in existforseeable what lies ahead, for Wild and Dr. Dupre developed. ing and thus it is human sponman-c-is there definitely a pattern The notion of the Ilfe-world,
the tanelty and not transcendent
auof development? They don't think notion of man as a crea.tlve free- thority which posits meaning and
so, but Jonas remarked
if you dom ~ these formulatlO.ns cr:n- values. But how, then, Dr. Jonas
deny essence, then ethics and the sntute the core of extstential
~sks, can existential
philosophy
good life would fall to the thought.
Issue moral imperatives?
ground. But, then,
can
ethical
Concept of the Life-World
Problem of Choice
norms be made for an unpredlctThe religious challenge of e~Dr. Dupre indicated the answer
able man? Existentialists say that istential philosophy becomes evt- but only in part. Situation offers
each man can create his own val- dent in the notion of the Iife- resistance,
true.
But freedom
ues, and that his freedom to do world. As Dr. Wild indicated, man means responsibility. To re-estabthis is unlimited.
lives in the world and it is only llsh man at the heart of his desJonas said that there was too from
this
human
'perspective
~iny demands the most challenggreat a willingness on the part of that he can grasp the rehgtous mg ethical groundwork. For here
the existentialists to give in to the experience.
Existential
pniloso- when man is free, when he ha~
premise that there is no order. phers-those
in the religio~s_ tra- ~is being yet-to-be, choice comes
The tone was taken from Nietzs- dition - understand
the. spir-itual Into play. The existential philosoche who wrote of the great deliv- as a relation within the Hfe-wor'ld. phers offer an ethics to a man
erance from order, the great free. God is not simply transcendent.
who is free to choose and thus to
dom, as )f he had been inhibited Man has the responsibility
to a. man whom they can hold responby belief in objective norms. It make him immanent.
Slble for his choi~e.
seemed as if Jonas's words spellIt was,to this probl~m that Dr.
But then Dr. Jonas asks, can
man not choose as Hitler chose?
ed CAUTION', the eXl'stentl'all'sts Wild called our attention.I' Wed be.
have paid too great a price for gin our ascent, he eXPI amhe'j' In Yes, ,but ethical precept.s-----no mattel'
what
their standard-conthe freedom of the self', has not the world. Existentia tid P 1 oso"
n
something been left out?
phers have not "lost con elnce -:- tS.1 ute oughts. No moral imperato, f ee - m ,lve c,arries with it a necessary in,
by questl'onl'ng as Dr. Jonas seems th
Jonas
ended
b tt r
t
whether man alone as creator of there
being "some
mg
e ~ Junc IOn. Men sin-against
the dihis values can reach faith-can
above, up there."
Rathe~, their vin~ law, against the natural law,
eXl'stentl'all'sm by J'tsel! lead to faith rests in this
meanmg reo agaInst the human law.
Hitler
vealing itself down here, in the sinned against humanity.
Ifeaaitdh---eto
afnaletXlh'swtelnthtioaulist
ma bpYrei,tssueplf,
_li_f_e-_w_o_r_l_d_,
_A_s_M_ar_li_'_n_B_u_b_e_T_s_u_
-This g_second challenge,
then,
h'
position of faith in God? Can't
w: Ich existential
thought poses
rests on the fact of freedom and
man be gUided? Must he always
its ethical imperative. Man is free
be the pioneer? Without the revefrom a necessary or defining es,
lation of God, existentialism
resence for creative, responsible acmaIns a psychological, anthropotion. In this light man's acts becentric analysis,
Barbara Chase
come definitive, abs.olute engagements and each single l'ndivl'dual
"Is Ijfe a door or a wall?" was
the question Dr. John Macquarrie
feels in anguish his total responposed last Sunday at a chapel sibility for a world which he has
service which marked the end of helped to create.
'\
the conference on existentialism.
Existential
philosophy
makes
Dr. Macquarrie's
answer is that the cause of freedom universally
life is more like a wall, that to human.
To will oneself free is
live life is to meet it head on, also to will others free. It is this
freedom is limited, but there is al- rather than to run through it or redefinition of freedom - as enways the possibility of a choice seek to escape it.
gaged - that marks the positive
even if it is just in attitudes.
Taking as his text Mark 8:27- and most significant aspect of ex38, Dr, Macquarrie related Peter's
istential philosophy. And it is this
Religion was discussed. It was confessJ'on to Chrl'slian pyisten- f re ed om-a
f ree d om f or comnu 't stated that each individual can
.....
~
t
h' h ' d'
lialism, When Jesus asked Peter men - w IC In lcates a new
choose to believe or not to believe "Whom do you say I am?" he s t ar t'mg porn
, t f or re IiglOn.
.
in the existence of God. It was
G
J tin '65
h en added that t h e sense 0f mys- was placl'ng the onuS, the burden
ay us'
of decl'sl'on, on Peter. Petor had
tery that surrounds the world is
...
not enough on which to build an been evasl've, telling Jes~s
~ who
organized t h eology, but 1't does everyone else thought lie was.
But l'n Peter's confession, "Thou
make possible a kind of natural
religion.
art the Christ," he made his com·
119 State St.
442-5857
mitment.
He found meal!ing in
Check. Cashed
Students asked about the future involvement rather than escape.
of church institutions in light of
Dr. Macquarrie devoted most of
Free Delivery'
the growing emphasis an existen- his talk to a discussion of the
Charge Accounts
tialism. Professor
Wild believed Christian
Paradox:
(Mark 8:35Photo Developing
there would still be organized re- 37), "In losing your life y~u will
ligion but its problems and be· find life" is the Christian answer
liefs would be changing according to the challenge of existentialism.
to the times. He went on to say The Christian
idea is that the
that there will continue to be meaning of life is to be found in
some latitude in religion. Man is giving( oneself wholeheartedly
to
growing and is free and is mak- the battle of life.
50 Slate Streel
ing new meanings all the time.
Dr. Macquarrie
demanded in-

tentialist belief in man's freedom
to create and control his own
world. The
question
inevitably
arose as to what happens when a
situation arises which a person
cannot control. Here Dr. Dupre
resorted to a useful image. The Connecticut students gain insight
ists' discussion highlights
confrontation
with the uncontrollable is likened to a person's
crashing into a wall. It is at this
point of collision that existential•
ists have broken into two camps.
Herein lies the challenge to Christianity.
Two Basic Attitudes
At the panel discussion, Dr.
In contemplating
the wall, two
Hans Jonas held fast to his selfbasic attitudes are possible. First,
appointed position as critic of exone can accept the wall and beistential philosophy; he carried on
lieve that interpretation
of the
with his objections to the conphenomenon is absurd or impossicepts presented by both Wild and
ble. Sartre and Camus used this
strictly
phenomenological
ap- Dupre, without (I might add, to
the chagrin of many) ever revealproach in professing atheism.
ing his personal views. This fact
Secondly, one can employ a that he argued from no
fixed
"religious" approach; that is, one standpoint
was reflected in the
can interpret beyond the phenom- wrinkled brows of some confused
enon. Kierkegaard
thought that members of the audience who had
life's paths are continually cross- filed into room 211 hoping to hear
ed by walls and that each collis- convincing arguments against the
ion requires a renewal of faith in a an-too-inviting existentialism, hoptranscendent
being. Both existen- ing to hear of a way to faith, othtial approaches
hold
that
the er than that which inevitably passmeaning of a phenomenon, rather es through the despair of dlsrelathan its reality, depends on the hu- ticnship of a self. Dr. Jonas's arman interpreter.
guments were difficult to follow,
Another
questioner
asked Dr. for the point they were driving at
Dupre to elaborate on his previous was concealed.
statement that man creates values
First, he discussed the issue of
but that he does not create good the essence of the self. Most exisand evil. Dr. Dupre says that each tentialists agree t h at man has no
essence,
but that
man creates values in the sense predetermined
that he ,weighs principles. This is he will, himself, determine what
in no way to advocate situational his essence is. (Essence is the
ethics. Principles must be weigh- "quid," the "what" of anything.)
'
' t
ed on their own merits without Th ere ! ore,
man s essence IS 0
regard for a particular situation.
have no essence, to be empty, to
Dr. Dupre drew
on his new be free from the limiting defini~
tions of man. The existentialists
book Contraception and Catholics
to further explain his position. A rebelled against the historical apmother
of several
mongoloid proach of man. Hegel's man has
children must consult her previ· an essence full of potentialities
ously-determined
hierarchy
of which are actualized in a purpossimilar to the orprinciples to determine her future ive development
,
th f
1 t Th
0 a pan.
e ex·
actions--wHhout
reference to her gamc grow
peculiar
situation.
She
must
weigh the principle that life is
sacred against the principle that
the integrity of her present family
is important.
After jokingly professing a belief in the Catholic God, Dr. DuProfessor Wild led a panel dis·
pre went on to explain his notion
of providence. God is not a super cussion that diverged from exisstructure or a "Super Stone" rest- tentialism into the realm of moding atop the natural world. He, is ern religion, population explosion,
'
b"
hil
actively present in the world. But an d tac t ICS on rmgmg up c il
dren-some
of
which
wi
be
omit·
to what extent does God inter.
ted for the purpose 0 f breVity·
v e n e in everyday occurrences?
Dr. Dupre says that God is not The group consisted of two t mar·
I a Iumna,
constantly
working
to improve ried gentlemen, severa
'd
h
the world or to assist His favor# tree
in d ustrious semors an one
h0 had t0
Ione Iy f res hm an
ites. This has been demonstrated
wd
,
h'
, I
. d
in history and in the manner of wrIte t IS artIc e an was seIze
'
h d
Christ's death. What God does do b y an acute smo ker s coug
uris to give man freelJom,. to offer ing the discussion on Aris.totle.
comfort and guidance to those
The
idea
of freedom
was
who seek Him at the wall, and to brought up in the panel. Professor
provide redemption
beyond this Wild explained that Aristotle had
greatly limited man's range of
world.
free choice. Reason was deter200/0 Off Regular
Rates
for mined by man's goal which was
College Girls
happiness; and happiness was so
labeled when it helped to bring
about the final goal or the natural
end. On the other hand, Jean Paul
Sartre had accorded men with un443-2138
85 State limited
freedom.
The panel agreed of!.a middle-ofNew London Camera
the,road position, It was accepted
that man creates new meanings
o.
and new value judgments but still
Extreme Discounts Plus
does not "create" all objects. Thus
Service
man alone does not create all
tate Street
things, but does have the creative
158 S
.
New London, Conn.
power to assume an d recogmze
l._..;;...;".----.;".----J'
things. Man's creative ability and 1

Dr Jonas Differs from Others
In Approach to ExistentiaIism

Macquarrle. G·IVeS
Sumnlary Sermon
1For Existentla Ism

Wild Panel Takes Middle Road
In Seminar on Existentialism

ROCCO'S
BEAUTY SALON

COURTESY
DRUG STORE

House of Cards

•

C

Anyone knowing the whereabouts of a friendly, grey and
white, eight months old, altered male pussycat, please
contact Mr. Lester Reiss, Department
of Philosophy.

tellectual participation on ~he part
of the congregation,
and particu,
larly close attention to his charming, but thick, Scottish
accent.
The choir's contribution
to this
service was especially appropriate
and beautiiul ..They sang three of
. k
d'
d
Kler egaar s prayers an a pas1sage from Camus.

Contemporary

Cards

Crane's Stationery
gifts
tokens
Iroll

dolls
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ConoCensu8

College Welcomes
Doctor A. Axiotis,
ew Psychiatrist

College Plays Mix 'n Match
WI·th 5 Near b y Men ' s Sch 00 IS

One of the busiest men on campus is Dr. Anthony Axiotis, the
College's new psychiatrist.
"Our
administration
is progressive;" Dr.
Axiotis said, "This year's expanded
mental health program is in keeping with the trend toward more
psychiatric help."
Dr. Axiotis is available to students twenty-four
hours a week.
He sees his job as that of psychiatric consultant, in a close working relationship
with Mrs. Kuhn,
college counsellor and Dr. Hall,
college physician. Gradually they
would like to see the College's
mental
health program
become
preventive as well as therapeutic.
Dr. Axiotis commented on the
increasingly
healthy attitude toward
psychiatric
consultation.
Symbolically,
the
psychiatrist's
office has been moved from the infirmary basement to the ground
floor. Students are beating a path
to his door.
Dr. Axiotis urges students to
come to him with problems even
"of a temporary
and emotional
nature." Most of his work here
is with these
mild
disorders,
rather than with serious mental
illness. In cases in which more
intensive
treatment
is required,
Dr. Axiotis can refer students to
a private doctor.

Goldwater
(Continued

from

Page One)

of individual freedom.
Stop and
think
how many times in the
course of an average month government enters your life directly
or indirectly. You will 'have to
look behind a lot of camouflage to
find it all, but it is there.

I ordered

half

a tuna

fish sand-

wlch, being unable to find a part-

ner and unable to consume twice
I would officially like to declare follows: (1) an attempt to sched- that amount. They felt it was a
Connecticut College THE
most ule Friday night house parties singular request, but with underthoroughly mixed. campus in the with an inexpensive band or rec- standing and sympathy filled my
East. Statistically speaking, from ords to provide entertainment
for order, However,
upon reaching
September
19 until October 24,
the cash register and holding out
2,455 Conn girls \\111have officially those girls with dates on campus. 15c (which seemed proper, being
participated in the mixing process, With a little more planning, hope- half of 3Oc), I was immediately
both here in New London and in fully this project will expand to spurned by the woman
there.
greener pastures, chartering
39 accommodate stag males who ar- Half sandwiches are not, she told
busses, squandering $2,784.80, and rive on campus in a date-less state. me, sold in the snack shop. Rededicating
cumulatively
14,730
member
that, whosoever enters
hours of potential
study
time. (2) A committee has been set up that establishment.
For despite
More specifically, 1,180 have chos- to charter busses for "big" week- the fact that I had buyer permisen to mix with Yale, 610 with ends this fall and wlnter-c-particsion from two behind the counter,
Wesleyan,
426 with the Coast ularly at Dartmouth and Prince- and was holding the sandwich in
Guard Academy, 120 with Trinity, ton. (3) Plans are already being hand, its possession was denied to
and 120 with Brown. Save these formulated so that we can con- me. I decided not to offer to buy
statistics-they
will undoubtedly fidentJy predict that Mid-Winter a second half, having only a faint
serve as an enormous condolence weekend (February 14-15) will be appetite and being mildly curious
to you as you sit in your room the most exciting social event to as to what further action would
reading away the weekends of hit the Eastern College area in occur.
Suddenly the plate was
December and January).
I can many years.
whisked
out of my
hand and
only conclude from the tremen:seth Murphy placed-on
a back counter. I was
dous response that mixers are a
College Social Chairman then curtly dismissed.
necessary evil and that the tradl•I do not wish to incite reo
tion of these socially unique pheI belli on, and intend to drop the matnomena, no matter how horren- Catholic Chaplain of Yale
. ter now. It is offered to you' only
dous and barbaric, must be per- To Discuss Ecumenicatism
to caution you against committing
petua ted.
The Reverend James T. Healy, the same or similar offenses.

Students Profit
From Training
In Economics
AIESEC, the International
As.
sociation of Students in Econom.
Ics and Business, offers the buslness orientated student a chance
to apply her theoretical training
to a practical situation in a count
th
th
h
Its
ry 0 er
an er own.
train.
eeshlps,
lasting
2 to 6 months,
can provide an insight into one
particular
facet of a firm, an
overall view of the firm through
rotation in various departments,
or a place in the company's regular training program. Remunera,
ticns from these traineeships
usually cover living and incidental
expenses.
For more Information concerning the requirements
and procedures for entry, come hear two
AIESEC
representatives
fro m
Yale on October 22 at 7 p.m. in
the Student Lounge. This will be
the only time that a comprehen.
sive discussion on this program
g

Unlver- -=======J:o:an=s:.=L:e:bo:W=:'6:5=Wl:·:Il=b:e:::
:iv:e:n:,=======:::;r

Mixers, however; make up only Catholic Chaplain at Yale
part of the social agenda that the sity, will speak on the ecumenical
Sunday
evening
at
dorm social chairmen have been movement
feverishly working on during the Connecticut College vesper servlast few weeks. We are attempt- ices. The public is invited to atin Harkness
ing a few innovations, and while tend the services
they aren't exactly Conn. College Chapel at 7:00 p.m.
originals, they will, if they are
After being ordained in Hartcarried
through, raise the social ford in 1956, Father Healy taught
Despite widespread and persist- activity of the College to a new, four years at Mt . St. . Joseph's
ent rumors, what a girl says to all time high. Briefly the three Academy in West Hartford before
the psychiatrist
is kept in strict- projects we .have taken on are as going to Yale.
est confidence. No reports are given to any members of the administration. No girl's parents
are
FAR EAST HOUSE
notified without her full consent.
Dr. Axiotis keeps his records with
- ORIENTAL GIFTShim at an times in a big brown
15 Green Street
briefcase.
Most important, Dr. Axiotis is
sympathetic, eager and trained to
heip. This reporter was all set to
cry on his shoulder. No voodoo,
no couch and no bills. Look to the
new psychiatrist before you leap.

~t~~~~~~p~~~~~ng
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Mannequins

Fashions in Footwear
115 State St.
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*

Sandler

CARWIN'S-

New London, Conn.

FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL

Mademoiselle

NEEDS!
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Base WeejUDs

Hotel Reservations

*

Air Tickets

*
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Holiday Reservations
European

KLINGERMAN

Tours

Steamship

Tickets

11 Bank St., New London
Phone 443.2855

Travel, Inc.

For the Best in Travel

Service

Mr. Goldwater
does not advo-I~:;;;;;;~;;:;;::;:;;;;;::;;;;;;~;;:;;::;:;;;;;::;;;;;;~;;:;;::;:;;;;;::;;;;;;~;;:;;::~~
cate any major alteration of the
form of government;
he does
Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant
advocate a change of emphasis.
Our basic constitutional
system
has proved itself to be the finest
liO Booms
so far devised by man. Note that
Restaurant and. Loong.
it was founded on the premise
Dancing Nightly except Swulays
that that governinent is best which
Meeting and Banqnet ,Booms
governs least. That emphasis has
been lost.
(Special Winter Student Guest Rates)
Individual private initiative has
always Ibeen the basis of the
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niantic, Conn.
greatness
of our country. ~~en
the _ communists
are recogruzmg
Telephone: 739.5483
the importance of this motivation
to progress. Take away a man's
necessity, reason or freedom to
work for his own advancement
and what is left to him? Let us
by all means help those truly in
basic need but let us be sure that
we choos~ a way to do it that
costs a minimum in lost freedom
and let us not simply fabricate
pork barrel schemes. Our government has been exerting increasing
control
over
practically
every
area of national life. The means
chosen to solve problems have in
many cases failed and in others,
created new problems.
We11dean your dothes, Tum down your bed. Even lay
For those who say that this is
out your nightgown. The way we spoil you, your
an
outmoded
approach,
look
mother would killus.Would she serve you breakfast
around the world and see how
in bed? Or a bcncnc splitat midnight? We do,
many men still believe with Pat(Other hotels may do the same thing but not in the
rick Henry, "Give me liberty or
grand Waldorf manner.) What does it cost to stay in
give me death!" The fundamental
nature of man has not changed:
a hotel that's practically become legend? Astonishingly
the desire to seek happiness,
little. Just take a gander at our student rates.
achievement, the challenge of ex$10.00
per person, 1 in a room _ $8.00 per person,
istence met to the limit of ability
2 in a room _ $7.00 per person, 3 in a room.
in freedom.

~::=:::c::~:::::~~~::=:::c::~:::::~~~::=:::c::~:::::~~~::=:::c::~:::::~~~

. We'll do everything for you but
your term papers.

Beneath all the furor, this is the
fundamental
issue of this campaign: whether
each individual
will run his own life and allow
others to run theirs or whether a
relatively few power-hungry politicians will decide they can do a

better jab of it for him.

Is that a bargain or is that

Q

bargain?

a~~~.kb

Pork Avenue between 49lh and 50th Streets
New York, N. Y. 10022 (2J2) EL 5-300C
Con,gd N. Hilton, Pre~idenl

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola - with that special zing
but never too sweet refreshes best.
things

go

b~~th

COke
I""_~'·'!'

""y oy:

Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of New London, Inc.
New London, Connecticut
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Page Five

Dr. Cranz Discusses Cusanus,
M ed·wva 1 Th·tn k er, a t Congress

extreme actions because the rnajorily of Americans believe and

Dr. F. Edward Cranz, familiarly
known t 0 hlIS f'rten d s as "Redood." h~""
w
, oecauae
. of his tree-like

of law and order. The other candictate. while deploring crime in
the streets, makes racial Inslnua-

stature, was given the honour of
representing the United States as
one of the four main speakers at
the International
Cusanus Congress held this fall at BrixenBressanone in Northern Italy.
During
the five-day
congress
celebrating
the five hundredth
year of Nicholas of Cusa's death,
Dr. Cranz delivered a paper on
the Transmutation
of the Platenist Inheritance in Nicholas Cusanus and Martin Luther. Nicholas
of Cusa was a medieval ecumenlcal thinker of such universality
that he has been claimed by both
Catholic and Protestant scholars.
Despite the impressive dignity
of the occasion, a number of
amusing
incidents
occurred
to
lighten the highly charged Intellectual atmosphere. His first stop
in Europe was to see a great,
great aunt. Unfortunately she was
staying
at a spa-health center;
and Dr. Cranz was forced to exIst on vegetable juices, ground-up
celery, and sauerkraut,
for three
days. He was finally able to persuade the powers that be into allowing him a little salt, plus an
occasional chicken leg. He also
found that beer was available,
and thus managed to survive his
visit.
His next four days were spent
in Hintertux, a village 5,000 feet
in the Austrian Alps, where he
polished his speech on Cusanus
and climbed mountains. He felt
infinite satisfaction on reaching
the top of two 8,000 foot peaks.
When he arrived
at BrlxenBressanone for the conference, he
found the town heavily bordered
by Italian troops. The town 1S
definitely a trouble spo t as IOn
was
given to the Italians at the ltclose

to

toured the area by bus and were
given a royal reception in a pal·

support

~..

the constitutional

notion

Mncslcin

tiCf;;in~~~nw~~7::s~r~n:r~~:

(Continued trom Page One)
mation is asked to contact Miss
The tests will consist of a series Rosemary Burns, Housefellow at
called for an end to violence and Marshall House, at 443.Q097. as
of questionnaires
which will re. soon as possible. Testing is to be
quire about five hours altogether. completed before Christmas vacaBoth members of the couple will
tton and can be arranged at the
be

asked to

be

present at the convenience of the couple.

tlons through sly reference to the same time. In about five months
safety of women. At the same a brief follow-up
questionnaire
The testing should prove to be
time, he encourages the violence will be given by mail. All data an enlightening experience for the
he deplores by maintaining that will be confidentially treated with participants as well as furnishing
extremism is no vice. And, as a coded numbers rather than names a $20 nest egg for a future ramgreat constitutionalist,
dedicated appearing on the questionnaires.
By budget.
to states rights, his proposed solu·1 r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;==;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
tion to this problem is the establishment of a federal police force
to eliminate local state crime.
One presidential candidate has
Bass Wee junl
Engllsh Bicycles
Bowling Skirts
demonstrated his awareness of the
dangers of accidental nuclear war
through some trigger-happy rnlscalculation
and, therefore, advoG. M. WILUAMS CO.
cates careful, patient (even though
often
frustrating)
negotiation
with other nations in order to
47 State St.
lessen world tensions. The other
candidate
advocates
''brinkmanship" and casually refers to nucleSki
Sports Equipment
ar warheads as "conventionalweapons-as
though any present day
Headquarters
For All Occasion8'
ar warheads as "conventionl weamanently dissolving all of New
England in less than five minutes
Tennis Racquets Restrung
Tennje Sweaters
can be connotatively equated with
the destructive capacity of a Civil
Tennis Racquets
War musket.
One presidential candidate advocates
expansion
of educational
opportunities
beyond the
high
school level for all qualified young chapter in the history of the naBurton Holmes Travelogue:
Americans.
By assuming there tton. He wishes to turn back the
"Italian Holiday" is the title
should be no limits to the "Rights" pages of time by offering a nosof this travel film which will
of higher education, this candl- talgic backward view of a little
be shown at the Garde Thedate demonstrates his faith in the world that never was.
.
ater on October 20th.
traditional as well as constituYes, there is no choice in 1964,
This travelogue is in color,
tiona! ideals of the nation. The except to support Lyndon Baines
has a musical background,
other candidate does not believe Johnson
and
Hubert
Horatio
and will be narrated by Anthat the young have any particu- Humphrey for President and vtcedre De la varre. There will
lar rights to any education, and President of these United States.
be two showings of this film,
often "get along very well" withAlice Johnson
beginning
at 2 :30 and 8:15
out it. This candidate is pleased ---7:"---::-:;--;::;:~;_;_;:;_-p.rn. Admission: $1.50.
to say that although he never beHarvard Band Aid
Mr. Burton Holmes
has
came a Phi Beta Kappa man him.
or
been called a world advenself-he
merely hires them.
I Wake Up Screaming
turer and is known as the
e
presidential
candidate
Come
Again?
"Duncan Hines" of travel.
points ahead to the possibility of
Thank-you
Jell as
for the fancy
alarm clock.

~.
\
~
~

Dr. F. Edward Cra.nz caught in
a typical pose in his book crowded
office in New London Hall.
know that, Dr. Cranz was not ereated for the machine age. Biking,
hiking, and mountain
climbing
are his favorite methods of transportatton. Therefore,
when he
was forced to be driven 100 miles
an hour down a winding mountain road in order to catch a plane
which eventually took him from
Milan to Frankfort
in a matter
of 50 minutes, his nervous system
strenuously
objected. The final
blow of 'flying to the United
States, which involved a 6-hour
time change and the indignity of
barely finishing dinner before being served breakfast, remained
difficult to withstand. .
However,
Dr. Cranz, modest
though he is, is not unaware of
the honor bestowed on him-and
Connecticut College-as
the only
American speaker at the Cusanus
Congress.
Also, he admits that
the trip provided him with many
enjoyable experiences.
---------~
STRAW BALWT

443·5361
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Vote Tuesday

of World War I. althoug h th e pea. CAP

ple livlng there were predomtnantly Austrian. As part of the
program,
Congress
participants

(Cont,JnU°edh,nromsop.n
•• One)

ITO

L THE

ATE

R a tomorrow that can be achieved

Now Playing Oct. 14th

by a nation mature enough, civilized enough, and humane enough
to accept the responsibility
of

FATE IS THE

HUNTER

Read The
NewYorkTimes ...

world leadership in a time of reo

Glenn Ford

markable

crisis. The other

candi·

ace formerly occupied by eusa- ;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;gd~a~t~e~d~o~e~s~n~o~t~W1~'S~h~to~c~re~a~t~e~a~n~e~w
nus which, Dr. Cranz said, was ,
really qUite impressive.
.
As· Dr. Cranz is a connOlsseur
Fife & Mondo's
of fine wines, he bought two b?ttles of a very rare wine. The vm·
tage in question was.Bernkasteler
Doktor, 1959, which is made fr~~
grapes which the Auslese p.
92 Huntington Street
one by one. He is saving the wme
for some celebration.
.
Those people who know hIm
Place Where the College Girls

HOJ,LY

Meet and Eat!

Campaign
(ConUnued

trom

Delivery to the Dorms

Page One)

nomic Analyst and from 1941 to
1944 he served in the Office of
Price Administration, Department
of Commerce. He has publishe?
the books Crisis of the House .D~vided pertaining to the pre CiVIl
War' period,
and Thomism and
Aristotelianism.
He is now adviser to Charles Percy, has had a
part in writing Republican pa~ty
platforms and statements of prmciples of the Republican party.
Mr. Jaffa is a staunch supporter
of Senator Goldwater.
Norton E. Long, representing
the Democrats, was educated at
Harvard and has taught at Michigan State and Northwestern. He
has been a visiting professor at
Harvard and is now a professor
at Brandeis University.' He has
. worked with the Office of Price
Administration,
the N..a t ion a 1
Housing Administration
and has
been a consultant to the Defense
Production Administration.
He is
co-author of the book Corporation
in Modern Society and has recently
pUblished The Polity, a
study of political behavior with
an emphasis on local and metr?,"
politan .government. Mr. Long ~s
currently very active in illinOIS
politics and is adviser to Otto
Kerner.
Following the debate, each political club will have dinner with
its speaker, followed by a discussion period. It is hoped. that the
local
Congressional
candidates
will be guests of the clubs and
will participate in the after-dinner
discussion.
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Until now,
fastidious women had to go
to great lengths
.to avoid a monthly problem.

- --

Now you. don't have to go to great lengths.
A two-second spray of this brand new
product really protects against menstrual

.--------------,
Holland·Rantos Co., fnc., ~pt.
393 ~vel\th Ave., N.Y.• N.Y. 10000l

o<Un-.
h's called Koro Sanirary Napkin Deodorant Spray. 1£ works. It works so safely
tlnd so effectively chat many doccors recommend it co new mothers. There was
netIeT
a truer test. Just two seconds of
spray at each change will prewnt any
chance of embarroHing odor. With Koro,
you. can feel secure and confident an)'·
where )'ou. go, any day of the month.
A'sk JOT Koro at )'our favorite dru.g score.

and count
yourself among
the best-informed

~nd me a purse-si::e sample of Koro
Spray. I enclose 25t to cover handling
and mailing.

I
L.-

Name'

_

Street'

_

City

Siate __

Zip__

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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I

peop'le on
campus.
EnfOJ CXlIJIlenient

campus delivery
Get in touch with your
campus representative today.
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Seniors to Sponsor Boutique
Catering to Clothes Conscious
No longer will campus "clothes
bugs" have to stand enduringly
outside the Conn College gates and
wait lor that overdue bus to carry
them into town to shop. New London's collegiate shops are faced
with unique competition!
On T1lesday and Wednesday
<October 20th and 21st) the Mam
Lounge at Crozier will be transf rmed into a fashionable world
o~ women's apparel. «Boutique ~e
Noel:' as the project is called; 15
under the direction of the senior

ThlU'8day,

College to Present
Play by E. O'NeiU,
Past New Londonite

On Tuesday, November 24, at
8:00 p.m., the New York Circle
In The Square Theatre's production of Eugene O'Neill's Desire
Under the Elms will be presented
in Palmer Auditorium under the
sponsorship of the Wig and Candle
ciue.
There will be an advance ticket
The department
of music will sale for the play to the stupresent
William Dale, assistant dents and faculty. Faculty may
professor of music, in his 14th an- purchase tickets Tuesday, Oct. 20
nual recital in Palmer auditorium and Wednesday, Oct. 21 on the
Thursday, October 22 at 8:30 p.rn. first floor of Fanning between

M r. W. Dul e
To Present 14th
A nnua 1R ecua
. 1.

Insight to Give
Tryouts to Get
Writing Board

We the

October

IS, 1964

Editors

of Conn
"a fool.
ish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds" but parts
of last week's issue were ridiculous.
We apologize to the Program
of Graduate
Studies.
There are certainly 37 students in this Program,
but
this figure includes 16 women.
We apologize to both Linda
Marks and Terry
Taffinder;
Linda because we omitted her
name, Terry, because we omitted her picture.
We apologize to everyone
for that solid mass of print
on Page One!!
:;;-:,-;-::-:-:-:-':':'-:-:-:-:,-;-::-:-:-:-':':'-:-:-:-:-

Census, realize that

Tryouts for the Creative Writing Board of Insight,
Connecticut's literary magazine, will be
Wednesday night, October 21, at
7:00 in the living room of Plant
House. Positions on the board are
open to freshmen as well as upperclassmen. Those interested are
asked to read "Beyond Make-BeIieve" by Sherman B. Chickering
10.00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Wig and in the Saturday Review, October
class. Four Connecticut stores:
~rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr~
In addition to playing a recital Candle members will conduct a 10;1~.
Anne Taylor Sportswear, Scots
toH
Need Yarn?
Iion campus every year since join- door to door sale in the dormitories
Tryouts
will
assume
the
followtoH
Ho
Shop The Rag Doll and Outdoor ing the college faculty in 1951, between the hours of 7:00·10,00
ing
nature:
the
Editorial
Board
-H
HANAN'S
INC.
Ho
Trad~rs will display and sell merMr. Dale has played two recitals p.m. according to the following will meet informally with those :l1
51
Main
Street
:t
chandise from their regular stock. in London, England and several schedule:
students seeking positions on the ~
Hempstead, N. Y.
~
Booths and dressing rooms, times in New York City. He has
Tuesday, Oct. 20--The Complex Creative Writing lloard and dis':l1 Send 25c [or catalogue ...
along with 9 to 5 hours, will add appeared as a soloist with the
and Lazarus
cuss the short story and the poem H'-F-F-F-F-F-F-F-F-F-F-F-FH''1+fHOOH:t
to the character of an official B 0 s ton
Pops Orchestra,
and
sent to them. The prospective
Wednesday, Oct. 21-K. B., Lar- members will decide whether or
store. Also--students ~ay charge the New Haven, the Norwich and
Smith,
Burdick, Plant,
or write checks for Items pur- the Eastern Connecticut symphon- raabee,
not the works in question theoThe Eleanor Shop
chased.
. ies. He has also appeared fre- Branford, Blackstone
retically could be published in a
Thursday,
Oct.
22-Windham,
':It is hoped that through this quently in duo-piano recitals with
college literary magazine such as
Yarns and Rental Library
Knowlton, Harkness,
Jane
Adpresentation students will become Mrs. Dale.
Insight. From the results of the
Telephoae
442-3723
dams, Freeman,
Emily
Abbey,
familiar wi th these four shops,
conversations, the Editorial Board
The New York Times has called
9 Union Street
whose clothing is geared to the Mr. Dale "an unusually gifted art- Vinal.
will choose the new slate.
Tickets will be $2.50, $2.00, and
college student's needs. Perhaps ist" and the national magazine
Imported
& Domestic
The Editorial Board asks that
the future will find the campus :l.'lusicaJ America termed his per- $1.50. Pat Dale, the President of
Yarns
Wig and Candle, hopes that the
"clothes bugs" waiting patiently formance
in Town Hall "sheer faculty and students will cooper- all interested students who have
Free Knitting Instructions
not received a copy of the poem
for the bus . . . to carry them !o magic."
ate with the ticket sale schedule and the short story by Tuesday
Wednesdays
and Fridays
the train station, where they will
His program
for October 22
head for Anne Taylor'S or The will include works by Bach, Cho- since it will be difficult to obtain morning, October 20, please con9:30·12:00
tickets once the sale is opened up tact Kim Wood (Plant
House,
Rag Doll.
Experl Finishing and
pin and Debussy and will feature to New London, which can claim Box 892) or Marianna Kaufman
Beethoven's Appassionata Sonata. O'Neill as a former resident.
Blocking
(Mary Harkness, Box 882).
Subscribe!
Submit!

Fall INSIGHT

Community Fund
(Continued. from Pan One)
sired to give money to these
charities could do so throug~ the
community drive (For a~l mt~rested students Mr. Perry IS chairman of United Fund and could
give you any needed tnrormatton.)
Community Fund has therefor'~
limited itself "to six worthy char~ties, all of which are student·?flented. These include our roreign
exchange student program, World
University
Service,
Lea r ned
House, The American Field Service and Experiment
in International Living, Save the Children
Federation and National Scholarship Service for Negro Students.
It is hoped that by the inc~usio~
of only organizations
whose PTlmary concern is to, help students
all over the world, our Community Fund will become more rel~vant and meaningful to Connecti'cut College students.

J---------.-~7------------------1./
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Hazel Bishop, will you please
hurry up and send your
Lash Builder mascara at half price?

1
I

443·7395

OTIO

~

I,

:
1
1
1

1

I'm bored with undramatic eyes.

AIMETII

Ladies' and Gentlemen's

CUllom Tailoring
86 State Street

Here's my 35¢ for the regular 69¢ Lash Builder. I want to try Lash
Builder mascara because it will actually lengthen, thicken and silken
my lashes as I color them. Here's the color I'd like in waterproof, nonsmear, non-running Lash Builder:

o dark
Name

o black

brown

_

_. ---

.........

Hall

studento rna,. obtain
$2 (for the booldet

by

sending

and airmail

postage) to Dept. 0, American
Student Information Service, Z2
Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembonrg
City, Grand Ouch,. of z..bonrg,

_

_
State

Zip Code

._----------------------

_

r

1
1

1
I

I

Mail to: Hazel Bishop, Inc., Dept. CC Box 746, Great Neck, New York 11021 I

25,000 EUROPEAN
JOBS
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
-25,000 jobs in Europe
ar.
available to studenta clesirillg 1m
spend a summer abroad but eoald
not otherwise alford it. Menthly
wages range to $300 aDd jobo Iaelude resort, olIlee, ehild care. f_
tory, fann and shipboard work.
$260 travel grants will be g;v.
to the lint 6000 applicant&. Job
aAd travel grant applieatiofts and
full details are a"'ailable in a ~
page illustrated
booklet wbieh .-

1
I

~--------

-'--

City·

I
I

1

College
Street

1
I

Hazel Bishop:
for women who can afIord the best,
even though it costs less. .

